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Abstract—Developing computational frameworks for personalized content query and recommendation has sparked numerous
research into automatic indexing and retrieval of multimedia
data. Assessing viewer impression as an appropriate index of
media content is especially important as it links directly to
the audience preferences toward media content. Most of the
existing machine learning frameworks rely on modeling the
media contents solely without considering the potential usefulness
of user feedback in order to assess the viewer impressions.
In this work, we develop a cross-modal network that projects
the multimodal media content through the viewer’s comment
space in order to learn a joint (content and viewer) embedding
space to perform viewer impression recognition. Specifically, we
gather a large corpus of TED talks including viewer’s online
comments for each of the presentation video. Our proposed crossmodal projection network achieves 80.8%, 79.5%, and 80.8% of
unweighted average recall (UAR) in binary classification tasks
for three different viewer impression ratings (i.e., inspiring,
persuasive, and funny, respectively). Our experiments demonstrate intuitively that online user comments reflect the viewer
impression the most, but an interesting finding shows that it
is important to project the content’s information into the user
comment space, i.e., through the eyes of the comment, in order to
obtain an improved recognition accuracy as compared to simply
concatenating content and comment features directly.
Index Terms—cross-modal projection, viewer impressions,
TED talks

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ability to automatically predict viewer impression of
multimedia contents can benefit both viewers and publishers.
With the rapid growth of internet carrying huge amount of
media content, it is becoming increasingly difficult for users
to find the desired information. A recent industry report [1]
shows that an average person spends nearly an hour a day just
on searching for contents on media platforms, and this number
is still increasing. The report also indicates that seven out of
ten consumers state that an universal search feature would be
helpful. The intelligent search and content recommendation
feature has largely been developed conventionally through
indexing contents using a variety of media’s meta attributes,
e.g., media types, content genre, language, topic, etc. These
attributes mostly are content-production related (base on what
is being generated), recent work has demonstrated that having
a model with capability to predict viewer impression can
advance such an intelligent indexing and content queries for
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media recommendation and search services (base on what is
being perceived) [2].
Developing methods to automatically predict viewer impression of videos has been a prevalent topic especially in
recent years. Many prior works focus on modeling the media
contents for automatic impression recognition. For example,
Brezeale et al. use subtitles and visual descriptors (including
color, texture, objects, and motion) to cluster the content, and
then predict user preferences using the sequence of clusters
with Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [3]. Yoon et al. propose to
use static audio-visual features with temporal sentiment flow
to predict “interestingness” of a video [4]. Trzcinski et al.
design a Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Network (LRCN)
aiming to predict online video popularity only with visual cues
[5]. Nojavanasghari et al. perform “persuasiveness” prediction
using multimodal features with a deep multimodal fusion
strategy [6]. In this work, our goal is to also predict the viewer
impression on media content; given the large heterogeneity
exists in the type of media data, we focus first on the video
genre of single speaker presentation, i.e., the TED talks.
TED talk videos includes a particular characteristics, i.e.,
a single speaker sharing information/messages often without
background music or special effects. Speakers utilize different
speaking styles and strategies that attempt to induce and
arouse various feelings, opinions, and ideas, and this effect
is important especially in TED talks because speakers tend
to share knowledge and take a particular stance on a topic.
For example, to influence others’ beliefs and behaviors, a persuasive speech would stir the hearers’ emotion with credible
speakers stating truth [7]. A funny or humor speech expects
the viewers to gain a sense of relief, incongruity, or even
superiority [8] and need to be carried out often that is highly
tailored toward audience’s viewpoint [9]. The interpretation,
i.e., the resulting viewer impression, of the same content can
vary depending on each audience’s viewpoint.
In this work, our core technical idea is to extract the
usefulness of media content by constraining it with respect
to the audience viewpoint in order to perform viewer impression recognition task. Specifically, online comments can be
imagined as a concrete realization of audience viewpoint after
he/she watches the media content. Several previous works have
already examined the use of online comments in predicting
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the impressions of videos for content recommendation. For
example, Pappas et al. improve video recommendation by
combining video contents, metadata, and semantic analysis
of comments [10], [11]. Siddiquie et al. build an automatic classification framework on politically persuasive online
videos based on audio-visual contents and sentiment scores of
viewer’s comments [12]. Mishne et al. [13] and Oghina et al.
[14] predict movie rating and box office with comments and
reviews on social media. In terms of TED talks, most of the
works concentrate on analyzing verbal/non-verbal behaviors of
the speakers to predict the viewer impressions without considering the comments as additional information source[15], [2],
[16], [17]. Most of these previous literature simply extract
features (semantically or sentiment-related) from comments
and concatenate directly with the content-based descriptors in
order to perform viewer impression recognition. We propose
to construct the relation between TED talk contents and its
associated online comments with a joint space cross-modal
projection network learned with a distance constraint, which
imposes similar samples to become proximal to one another.
We use 1618 videos of TED Talks and focus on predicting three different viewer impression ratings as binary
classification tasks. We choose “inspiring”, “persuasive”, and
“funny” as the three target impression ratings gathered from
the official TED website. Our proposed framework leverages
the information of both speech and lexical modality of the
TED talk speaker and project these features through the
online user comment space, and by using both content and
comment joint space embedding, it achieves 80.8%, 79.5%,
and 80.8% on three binary classification tasks for the ratings
of inspiring, persuasive, and funny, respectively. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: section 2 illustrates the
details in our proposed framework along with dataset and
feature extraction; section 3 describes the experiment results;
section 4 summarizes the conclusion and future work.
II. R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY

Fig. 1. The histogram of rating counts for each word. The keywords are
inspiring, persuasive, and funny from left to right, respectively. The median
value which separates positive and negative label is shown as a vertical red
line.

viewers to the videos, rather than a reply to another comment.
Those talks that are not delivered in English are removed.
Some contents that are not mainly a speech such as music
or magic performance are also discarded. This reduces to a
total of 1618 talks remained in our dataset. We crawl the
raw vote counts on all fourteen keywords from the TED
website. Similar to previous work [15], we focus on predicting
“Inspiring”, “Persuasive”, and “Funny” ratings. We define a
binary classification problem on the above three impression
ratings, i.e., to predict if a given video is above or below
median of the given keywords in the whole dataset. For each
task, we give positive label if one has rating counts larger than
median rating counts of all videos, otherwise negative if the
rating count is smaller. The distribution of rating counts for
each of three keywords is shown in Fig. 1.

A. TED Talks Dataset
TED is an organization that hosts conferences and speakers
under the slogan of “ideas worth spreading”. The talks at TED
include a wide range of topics such as technology, science,
culture, politics, and academy. TED website is an online
library that archive these talks from TED conferences. A huge
community is built around this website. Viewers can comment
on the talks, and rate the talks with fourteen different keywords
indicating their impressions of the talks. Each viewer can vote
up to three of fourteen keywords, i.e., beautiful, confusing,
courageous, fascinating, funny, informative, ingenious, inspiring, jaw-dropping, long-winded, obnoxious, ok, persuasive and
unconvincing to describe the impression to videos, instead of
simple like and dislike.
In this work, we select the most viewed 1800 talks on
the TED website. We collect video, transcript, comments,
and ratings of these talks on the TED website along with
meta attributes like video length, tags, and description. We
only use top level comments as the direct reaction of the

B. Content and Comment Features
We extract audio and text features from the talks delivered by the speakers as representation of contents. For the
audio features, we first perform segmentation using voice
activity detection (VAD) to obtain the sentences of speech.
Then, we compute the ComParE [18] feature set using the
openSMILE[19] toolkit. The ComParE feature set includes
6373 dimensions of acoustic features based on the statistical
functionals of acoustic low-level descriptors (LLDs), including
features such as MFCC, pitch, intensity, and spectral analysis
calculated at a framerate of 10ms. The average of feature
values over all sentences is used to represent the entire speech.
The textual features are obtained using pre-trained bidirectional skip-thought sentence embedding for each sentences of
the transcript. An embedding of 2400 dimension is obtained
for each line of the transcript. Similarly, we also take average
of embedding of the entire talks as the textual feature.
Aside from the speech and language contents of talks from
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Fig. 2. Detail of our proposed approach. We extract features from audio, transcript, and comments of TED talks, and then we apply cross-modal network to
project content space onto comment space. Lastly, two different modalities are fused by averaging the decision scores.

the speaker in the TED talks, the comments from the viewers
of the TED website are seen as another information source.
We take all the comments of each talk, and transform them
into sentence embedding. Again, the average of embedding
over all comments is used as a feature from the viewers for
each talk. The final mean encoded features are denoted as xco ,
xau , and xtr for comments, audio, and transcript, respectively.

the summation of the true matching probability should equal
to one. The normalized true matching probability would be
yi,j
qi,j = Pn
k=1 yi,k
To learn both embedding feature vectors, the matching loss
used is the KL divergence from qi to pi

C. Projection of Media Content onto Viewer Comments

Li =

In order to represent the media contents from viewers’
perspective, our objective is to learn a joint embedding space
based on comment space. A pair of a content vector vi and a
comment vector wi is used in predicting whether the talk is
appealing. Inspired by Zhang et al. [20], who use cross-modal
projection to learn a better matching between image-text
modalities, we propose to project content representation onto
viewer comment space through a deep embedding projection
network. We define a projection loss to be used as a constraint
in learning the joint space. Specifically, given n samples of
talks as a mini-batch, pairs between representation of content
and comment are constructed as {(vi , wj ), yi,j }nj=1 , where i, j
are the indices of the samples in the mini-batch, and yi,j = 1
implies the two representations are matched, which means they
are both from the positive label or both from the negative label.
The probability of matching content vector vi and comment
vector wj is defined as
exp(viT w̄j )
pi,j = Pn
T ¯ )
k
k=1 exp(vi w

s.t. w̄j =

wj
kwj k

where w̄j means the normalized comment vector, and viT w̄j is
the scalar projection of content vector onto comment vector.
A larger scalar projection indicates that the two vectors are
more similar. In case of multiple matches inside a mini-batch,

n
X

pi,j log

j=1

pi,j
qi,j + 

where  is a small positive value to avoid numerical problems.
The matching loss of the mini-batch is the summation over all
samples.
n
X
Li
Lm =
i=1

Following [20], we further perform binary classification with
norm-softmax by applying a weight matrix on the projection
vector through minimizing the negative log likelihood
Lc =

exp(WyTi vˆi )
1 X
−log P
T
N i
j exp(Wj vˆi )

s.t. kWj k = 1,

vˆi = viT w̄i w̄i

where Wyi and Wj represent the yi -th and j-th column of
weight matrix W . This constraint encourages feature vˆi to be
more condensed along the weight vector since the weights are
normalized to the same length. The final projection matching
loss and projection classification loss are combined as the
following to be our complete loss function used in the training
of our network:
L = Lm + Lc
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE VIEWER IMPRESSION RECOGNITION : COMMENT, TRANSCRIPT, AUDIO ON TOP OF THE TABLE REPRESENTING THE DIFFERENT
MODALITY USED IN THE FRAMEWORK . T HE METRICS SHOWN ARE ALL ACCURACY CORRESPONDING TO THREE TASKS OF DIFFERENT RATINGS .
Comment

Transcript

Audio

Multimodal

Keyword

comment ft

trans. ft

trans.+comm.

proj.

audio ft

audio+comm.

proj.

trans+audio

proj. fusion

Inspiring
Persuasive
Funny

72.7%
73.5%
75.5%

67.6%
71.8%
76.3%

72.9%
74.2%
80.0%

80.6%
78.6%
78.9%

61.6%
62.5%
65.6%

61.6%
62.4%
65.6%

78.6%
78.1%
77.9%

60.8%
62.2%
65.6%

80.8%
79.5%
80.8%

III. E XPERIMENT S ETUP AND R ESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
In this work, we perform classification on three different
viewer impression ratings: inspiring, persuasive, and funny. We
project the audio and transcript modalities from content space
onto comment space, and then we perform decision score
fusion to obtain the final multimodal recognition result. The
architecture of our projection network includes three dense
feed forward layers with number of nodes as {1024, 512, 256}.
The final embedding dimension of the joint space is 256. We
apply 70% dropout to each layer. The learning rate is set as
0.00001 and batch size is defined as 32. Leaky ReLu with
alpha being 0.2 is used as the activation function in each layer.
Our experiment is carried out using 5-fold cross validation, and
the accuracy is used for evaluation of model performance.
We compare our proposed model with the following features
in this work:
• Viewer Comment
– comment ft: xco Using original embedding features
extracted from comment data
• Talk Transcript
– transcript ft: xtr Using original embedding features
extracted from transcript data
– trans.+comm.: concat(xco , xtr ) Concatenating of
original embedding features from comment and transcript
– proj v̂tr : Projecting transcript embedding vector onto
comment embedding vector to derive the learned
joint space
• Talk Audio
– audio ft: xau Using original ComPareE acoustic
features extracted from audio data
– audio+comm: concat(xco , xau ) Concatenating comment embedding and ComPareE acoustic features
from comment and audio respectively
– proj: v̂au Projecting audio features onto comment
embedding to derive the learned joint space
• Multimodal Fusion
– trans+audio: Concatenating original transcript embedding features and acoustic features from transcript and audio
– Fusion: Performing decision-level fusion between
projected joint space of transcript-to-comment and
audio-to-comment representations

For the original features and concatenation between features, we use linear SVM as classifier. Our proposed projection
network performs classification directly at the final output of
our joint space projection network. Table 1 lists the summary
of our experiment results. For inspiring classification, there
are several observations that can be made by examining the
accuracy obtained using features from single modality. Performance of viewer comment features outperforms the content
based transcript and audio counterpart by +5% and +11%,
respectively. This shows an intuitive result that the comments
have a stronger and direct relation to viewer impression
rating. We further observe the effect of projection by comparing direct comment-content concatenation and projected joint
space for the same modality. In the transcript modality, by
simply combining comment features and transcript features,
we achieve a boost of 5.3%, and by applying our proposed
projection network, it obtains 13% improvement. Joint space
learning, i.e., projecting transcript through comment space
embedding, indeed gives better representation at cross modal
fusion learning in predicting viewer impressions for TED talks.
In the audio modality, the results by direct concatenation is
limited due to larger dimension of audio features, which seem
to dominate the predictions. Through our projection network,
we could observe a significant performance gain of 17%,
which also mitigates the issue of the dimension mismatch for
the original features. Finally, we perform fusion by directly
averaging decision score from projection of transcript and
projection of audio, which gives 80.8% as our best performance on the rating of inspiring. Similar trend, though smaller
boost, also occurs on the rating of persuasive. Our project
network achieves 6.8% and 15.6% related improvement on
transcript and audio modality, respectively. The final fusion
results obtained is 79.5%. Funny, on the other hand, is the
only rating that by using the original embedding features of
transcript give the best accuracy. However, projected audiocomment representation improves over audio concatenating
comment features, and the final fusion still results in the best
accuracy for Funny rating, i.e., 80.8% accuracy.
B. Effect of Projection
The learned joint embedding space of audio and comment
modalities are visualized in figure 3 using t-SNE. Four sample
points are enlarged in the figure to examine the differences
between the three feature sets used in this work. We observe
that most of the samples are distributed quite uniformly
when examining the original audio embedding, while comment
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speeh acoustics and lexical contents of transcripts and online
comments) on such automatic recognition tasks on multimedia
data. For future work, we plan to extend to other modalities
e.g. facial expression, visual features from contents to improve
the robustness of the framework.
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Fig. 3. The learned embedding of audio modality, comment modality, and
the projection of audio onto comment, respectively. Dots in blue are positive
samples, and dots in red are negative ones.
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